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bedroom furniture contains product gallery and list of north america retailers based in canada choose from 763 
apartments for rent in detroit michigan by comparing verified ratings reviews photos videos and floor plans Eastpointe 
(Images of Modern America): 

0 of 0 review helpful Five Stars By GBSwamp Nice history 0 of 2 review helpful Great book By A Customer Great 
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book but it should be named East Detroit The new city name was put forth by a couple hundred racists who showed up 
to vote in what most people thought was a joke renaming of the city 1 of 1 review helpful First Rate Located in 
southeast Michigan Eastpointe is typical of many suburban cities of middle America During its development phase 
Eastpointe s businesses and residents became involved in work or services related to the automotive industry 
Structural changes occurred at a rapid rate as population density and diversity technology and economic changes 
impacted the community in rapid succession When the automotive industry slowed the income to Eastpointe residents 
schools About the Author Author Suzanne DeClaire Pixley has collected previously unseen photographs and stories 
from residents city files and local libraries to illustrate the multiple changes and challenges faced by residents of 
Eastpointe She has also illustrated t 
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